A Sky Full of Hope

Tired, groaning
Weeping, moaning
The souls of this world trudge on
Today, tomorrow
Are drowned in sorrow
Through this war, already forgone

My home, where are you
I thought that I knew
A glimpse of the future’s good light
But fallen, in despair
I cannot bear
The division that comes with our plight

But as we continue
Here shines a glimmer
A gleam in the back of my eye
Emotions unravels
The world is quite rattled
For this spark is a glimpse of the sky

Cyan and tiffany
A strange electricity
A whisper that many call hope
Strange, isn’t it
That just a little bit
Can impact all over the globe
A smile, a kind word
The tune of a songbird
As tears flow in the darkest of places
A peek of the sky
Shining bright in our eyes
Unites all countries and nations